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Edward Dowd - Former Blackrock Portfolio Manager - Pfizer & FDA Fraud, Financial Collapse Imminent

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Another high integrity patriot, former BlackRock portfolio manager Edward Dowd, is speaking out

about the real motivations behind the pandemic, which he believes aren’t about COVID at all.

Instead, it’s all about money — speciJcally a global debt problem and an imminent global collapse

of the Jnancial industry.

During his career, Dowd witnessed two bubbles — corporate fraud and then bank fraud — and now

he believes we’re in the third bubble, which involves central banks and governments.

“A lot of the regulatory agencies have been captured by deep-pocketed money interests, and so we

have to spread the word and awareness through educating people, because the governments aren’t

going to come and rescue us this time. We, the people, are going to do it, I believe,” he says.

Deaths Increased After COVID Shots

Dowd became suspicious of COVID-19 shots early on, as he reviewed data on side effects from the

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS). “These jabs kill people and they maim people.

That’s my personal belief, and I think I’m 100% correct,” he says.

Dowd has been analyzing data about mortality rates before and after COVID-19 shots became

widespread, and found that death rates worsened in 2021 — after the shots became prevalent —

compared to 2020, particularly among non-COVID-related deaths among young people.

For instance, Scott Davison, the CEO of Indiana-based insurance company OneAmerica, reported

the death rate for 18- to 64-year-olds has risen 40% compared to before the pandemic.

Further, insurance companies citing higher mortality rates include Hartford Insurance Group, which

announced mortality increased 32% from 2019 and 20% from 2020 prior to the shots. Lincoln

National also stated death claims have increased 13.7% year over year and 54% in quarter 4

compared to 2019.  Dowd tweeted:

“Randy Frietag CFO just explained that in 2021 the share of young people dying from covid

doubled in the back half of the year & that's driven the result for Lincoln & its peers. He

cited 40% in 3Q and 35% in 4Q were below the age of 65 … Mandates are killing folks …

This shouldn’t be happening with miracle vaccines in a working age population period and a

mild Omicron.”

Further, Dowd pointed out “a spike in mortality among younger, working-age individuals coincided

with vaccine mandates. The spike in younger deaths peaked in Q3 2021 when COVID deaths were

extremely low (but rising into the end of September).”

Dowd also reported data from public funeral home company Carriage Services, which announced a

28% increase in September 2021 compared to September 2020, while August had a 13% increase.

He tweeted:

“Business has been quite good since the introduction of the vaccines & the stock was up

106% in 2021. Curious no? Guys this is shocking as 89% of Funeral homes are private in

US. We are seeing the tip of the iceberg.”

The Global Debt Bubble Is at Its Peak

The pandemic was the perfect cover for central banks to print money for an “emergency,” Dowd

said.  “Under the cover of Covid they were able to print 65% more money to keep this thing agoat,

but we’re at the end days here.”  After the Great Financial Crisis, the decision was made to increase

the money supply, but for every dollar you create, you create a dollar in debt, which then gets

multiplied across the globe.

This debt-based Jnancial system is unsustainable and Dowd believes it’s on the brink of collapse.

“My overarching thesis is that we have a global debt problem, and after the Great Financial Crisis

(of 2007-2008), all the central banks and the governments started pumping money into the

system.”  Since 2008, the central banks have cooperated to keep the debt bubble agoat — he used

the example of negative yielding bonds in Europe — but it can’t stay agoat forever.

Restrictions on travel, vaccine passports and rampant censorship enacted as measures to control

the pandemic are all a global way to control the collapse and its aftermath, Dowd believes, put in

place under the guise of medical care:

“If you know a debt bubble is going to blow up, and pensions won’t be able to be paid and

people’s life savings will be wiped out, wouldn’t it be interesting to use COVID as cover to

set up a system to prevent all that from happening, a medical system … under the guise of

medical welfare or help. It’s a stealth tyrannical system that can be switched from medical

to riot prevention pretty quick.”

“That’s what I would do if I was anticipating a global debt problem,” he added.  When asked

whether the collapse is guaranteed, Dowd said, “Absolutely, it’s just a matter of time.” He didn’t want

to speculate on whether the collapse would be this year, next year or at another point in the future,

but believes it will be sooner rather than later. Still, he stressed that people shouldn’t run out to

make investment decisions based on this prediction.

The Cat Is Out of the Bag

With solid data that non-COVID deaths have skyrocketed among young people since the

introduction of COVID-19 shots, evidence of fraud in PJzer’s COVID shot trials and disturbing

Department of Defense (DOD) data on COVID injection side effects, Dowd believes it’s only a matter

of time before the criminals behind this scheme are held accountable.

For instance, three DOD whistleblowers datamined the DOD health database, revealing signiJcant

increases in rates of miscarriage, cancer, neurological disease and stillbirths since COVID-19 jabs

rolled out.  This, combined with nonsensical public health mandates, doesn’t add up:

“The responses from governments to this virus that doesn’t kill 99.9% of us makes no

sense. And they’re all uni`ed in their determination to put in these systems — these digital

vaccination/passport systems. They’re all globally synced. They all want us to get these

jabs, and it’s too uni`ed. I suspect there’s a problem coming down the road.”

The systems, including ever-expanding plans for digital currency, vaccine passports and digital IDs,

are in place for control and power.  While digital IDs are being promoted as convenient and easy,

underneath it is the ability to track — and tax — everything you do.

If you buy the “wrong” products or foods, you could be penalized by being heavily taxed, for

instance, and there’s no limit to how high the tax could go or what products or activities could be

affected. Even the promotion of fake meat in lieu of real animal protein, Dowd believes, is a way of

turning people off animal-based protein, which is key for health and growth. “They want you to get

sick and die,” he said, or at the very least to stay physically weak.

“It’s a total enslavement system,” Dowd said. “And then they can cut off your digital currency if you

behave badly, like they do in China … digital currency and social credit will be tied. If you’re a ‘bad

citizen,’ they turn it off and you disappear.”  The answer, Dowd believes, lies in eliminating the debt-

based monetary system:

“We have to have a monetary system that is no longer debt-based … that allows real

investments in real things, not `nancial speculation … I think it’s going to go from global

back to local. So it’s really important to make real human relationships locally, develop a

network of people who you trust, who you can rely on that will take care of you. It’s not

about money. It’s about human connection and taking care of each other.”

In the meantime, he stressed that “cash is good” if you think a Jnancial crash is looming and

offered these warning signs of imminent Jnancial collapse:

Lots of currency guctuations versus the dollar

Bond market yields rising fast, because they’ve been kept artiJcially low

Signs of okcials no longer speaking in public

Watch equity markets and prices of gold and silver

PCzer Fraud Revealed

Dowd was wary of getting a COVID-19 shot from the beginning. “Operation Warp Speed sounds like

a disaster,” he said, noting that the drug is experimental and it normally takes seven to 10 years for

safety data for shots to be effective. He saw side effects to the shots being reported to the VAERS

database early on, so he was very suspicious and didn’t take the shot.

Then, around November, a friend in the biotech industry told him that the all-cause mortality

endpoint had been missed by PJzer in the original clinical trial — this means that in the jab group

there were more deaths than in the placebo group. Normally, during the drug approval process, if

you fail that endpoint, you do not get approved.

Dowd said. “When that came out in November, the biotech executives who saw that decided they

weren’t going to get boosters, and the people who weren’t vaxxed were not going to get vaxxed.”

Seeing we’ve been misled, Dowd started to share his thoughts on Twitter. Around that time, the FDA

decided to hide the clinical data from the trial for 75 years.

“When I saw that, that’s when I got very vocal and said fraud has occurred. How do I know that?

They won’t show us the clinical data.”  Then, he spoke with Brooke Jackson, a regional director

formerly employed by PJzer subcontractor Ventavia Research Group, which was testing PJzer’s

COVID-19 vaccine.

She witnessed falsiJed data, unblinded patients, inadequately trained vaccinators and lack of

proper follow-up on adverse events that were reported. After notifying Ventavia about her concerns,

repeatedly, she made a complaint to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration — and was Jred the

same day.  Dowd believes this fraud could not have occurred without the help of the FDA.

FDA Executive: Annual COVID Shots Imminent

If you thought you’d be done with COVID-19 shots after the Jrst two or three doses, you’re

mistaken. The end game was revealed in footage published by Project Veritas, in which FDA

executive okcer of countermeasures initiative Christopher Cole speaks about the FDA’s congicts of

interest.

“You’ll have to get an annual shot [COVID vaccine],” he said. “I mean, it hasn’t been formally

announced yet because they don’t want to, like, rile everyone up.” He explained:

“Well, there’s a money incentive for P`zer and the drug companies to promote additional

vaccinations … it’ll be recurring fountain of revenue. It might not be that much initially, but

it’ll be recurring — if they can — if they can get every person required at an annual vaccine,

that is a recurring return of money going into their company … that’s one of the bene`ts.

They clearly want it also for that reason.”

Cole also states, “Biden wants to inoculate as many people as possible” and, when it comes to

approving COVID-19 shots for toddlers, states, “They're not going to not approve [emergency use

authorization for children 5 years old or less].”

In an okcial statement, the FDA responded to Cole’s remarks by saying, “The person purportedly in

the video does not work on vaccine matters and does not represent the views of the FDA.”

However, as it stands, looking to Wall Street may give some of the greatest clues that what Dowd

says is correct — even with COVID-19 shots so prevalent, Big Pharma stocks are dropping.

Moderna, for instance, was down nearly 70% from its all-time highs of 2021.  “In a normal time,

that would make lots of news.” The answer, he believes, lies in each person speaking up for

freedom:

“We all have to get involved. We can no longer remain silent … if you believe what I say

about what’s going on with the P`zer fraud, you need to make your loved ones aware of it.

You’re going to have to have uncomfortable conversations. I am a different voice. I’m a Wall

Street voice, and I’m saying fraud.

Also point out the stock prices to these people to convince them something’s going on,

Wall Street is turning on us. That, hopefully, can change a mind, make someone pause. This

is a battle for the marginal mind, and you’re not going to convince people by screaming at

them. You have to come at them in a loving way … Everyone has to stand up for freedom.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Jnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.



Access Now
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Guillermou
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This article is especially relevant because since fraud destroys all contracts, it would mean that PJzer takes full responsibility for the

injuries and deaths caused by their Fauci injections. The same goes for the other pharmaceutical giants (ie Moderna and Johnson &

Johnson) if it turns out that they too committed fraud. The blanket statement that covid injections are "safe and effective", combined with

the full immunity that has been granted to pharmaceutical companies involved in the pandemic, suggests that this "gold standard" is no

longer reliable and the big insurers are are preparing to 'square up' with Big Pharma for life insurance payouts related to COVID gene

therapy injection." dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/31/pharma-liability-shields-could-be-at-risk-if..  (03/01 /2022).....

This article is written by Dr. Meryl J. Nassen. Dr. Mercola reported that this doctor had her license temporarily revoked and now she is

being forced to see a "board-selected psychologist," all because she was caught prescribing hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and ivermectin for

the Wuhan coronavirus. . Nass, and many other scientists and doctors like Dr. Mercola, are being persecuted for standing up for real

science, Jghting misinformation, and saving lives with early treatments.

..... THIS IS TRULY FRIGHTENING: : Two news stories this week reveal how the federal government plans to treat COVID "misinformation"

as a crime, and what role tech companies will play in catching the "criminal." Two US senators this week introduced a bill to provide cover

for tech companies through legislation that could make it possible for Congress to "legalize" censorship and criminalize First Amendment

rights to free speech. . childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/feds-tech-companies-turn-over-covi..  (03/04/2022)
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Last January, the Minister of Health in the province of Ontario, Christine Elliott, put out a letter to the College of Physicians and

Surgeons (CPSO). She indicated that the expression of measures of treatment for the COVID-19 illness practiced and promoted by

some doctors that lie outside of what is allowed under the rules of the World Health Organization (WHO) and Health Canada given

the danger of the pandemic was “unacceptable.” www.globalresearch.ca/video-canadian-doctors-speak-out-against-covid-m..

 (03/02/2022) .............

The FDA on Tuesday released a 10,000-page cache of documents pertaining to the Emergency Use Authorization of PJzer’s COVID

vaccine. An initial review shows the documents contain details about animal studies, adverse events experienced by trial

participants, the makeup of PJzer’s internal review committee … and more.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-releases-pJzer-vaccine-docume..  (03/04/2022)
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Guillermou, Dictatorship operates based on every "Good reason" in the book. So to criminalize "misinformation" is nothing more, or

less, than a free speech crackdown in disguise, for proJteering purposes. I know that people on this forum long since know that.

We should spread word about this and take legal action, left and right. Keep 'em busy in court, so busy with so many class action

lawsuits coming (which are far more powerful , may break the media blackout and cost less to each participant than solo suits)

that they have no time or resources or people to create this kind of trouble! Some day we will win the legal cases, if we keep on

going.

I far prefer that to war, to economic ruin, to takeover by tyranny. And how about turning the tables? To declare infections based on

faked PCR tests and much more, are all "Misinformation". To say that six feet distancing saves people from infection, is utterly

laughable. Consider that particulates the size of the coronavirus can be airborn about three hundred miles or more, and air

particulates of a similar size generated by the California Jres, were windblown all the way to Europe!

I guess standing six feet apart in an enclosed elevator with no air circulation will really protect people eh? What fools these

mortals be! Oh and what about covered up deaths and side effects?

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  Maybe those pointing Jngers at those allegedly

spreading "Misinformation", are themselves guilty of misinformation and they too can be prosecuted! Did that ever occur to them?

An idea whose time has come? I think so, and the lawsuits against them should come in droves, too!
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Yes Gui, your link to the children's health defense on the proposed censorship laws, if they can run hog wild over what can or can't

be discussed, explored, or learned we are in big trouble. Then throw in the chaos from a collapse of the Money Changer$ Debt

System, to assert a mother may I chip to track every wink, blink or stink. Local currencies tied to the health of land & it's people &

pursuing as many things we need as possible Locally. Short, stable supply lines, stronger social ties, shared knowledge about the

region & its assets.
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JustSteve, the very legislation they are proposing could result in the powers that be falling right into their own trap. Time to turn

the tables!
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It is strange, but usually it is the Predator$ own hand cutting its own throat, they are murders of their own wealth. Sociopaths &

Psychopaths apparently are blind to huge parts of life, leaving them detached, disconnected, again blind to everything but getting

their own way, no matter how destructive results may be. Case in point, watching the 2nd Dowd interview, his assessment "Wall

Street is turning on them." Okay, you will own nothing & you will be happy - just what does this mean when what has happened to

Mom & Pop's starts happening to the larger outJts? Does it mean larger corporations, former owners, top goor executives get a

Jxed income? Do they no longer 'run' the business; they get direct top-down orders & mandates even more heavy handed than what

goes on now? Is all hell going to break out when Mr. Almost Big Jnds out he no longer has keys to the Executive Washroom? What

are the other factions & factors numbers & algorithms can't begin to predict, that disrupt their well place plans? The ripple effects

already in motion affecting the stock market and the Pharma Fraudsters as the truths that can't be hidden no matter how hard the

fact checkers try.

Liars never win because they haven't actually played the game. These liars can't win because they can't tell enough lies fast

enough to cover the earlier lies, just saying.
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We should be terriJed. I've read many a story in books, saw movies and heard or read the description of such referenced as "a

dystopian world."  Who knew that we, the people of today would live, right smack in the middle of the mother of dystopia.
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Gui; you and I both know that these "authorities" all read from the same script! What is totally "unacceptable", is the global tyranny

that society has been under, for over two years! It truly amazes me how people who are even partially awake, couldn't see this

psyops coming from the very beginning. -- Here is an excellent video that was forwarded to me. It's good for all to watch; but

especially for Canadians and in particular, people living in BC! This dentist has 'Dr. Bonnie Henry' pegged! -- If you live in BC; please

forward this video to everyone you know - far and wide.

The only way that we have any hope of ever getting out of the idiotic mask; and other equally useless mandates, is to spread the

TRUTH far and wide. I don't do "social media"; but if you do - post it there. --

tnc.news/2022/03/03/b-c-dentist-savages-dr-bonnie-henry-over-vaccine-m..  -- BTW: Gui; since all of those people seem to be

reading from the same script with no critical thought involved, do you think that there are more WEF stooges than we know? The

WEF, WHO and the UN, have been in control of things for many years!
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Gui and everyone else-You may Jnd this article and video interesting about the man that killed millions

theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/03/04/dr-andrew-hill-the-man-wh..
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JustSteve, the world the WEF has planned would have maybe 6 big box stores that deliver and as many big factories run almost

entirely by robots. Along with the Big Tech platforms these would hold a monopoly on everything. And some global predators

would own more than one. As greedy and--let's be honest--sadistic (the literal kind that jacks off to others' suffering) as these guys

are they will continue Jghting each other once they own everything and have murdered or crushed the rest of humanity out of

existence. None of the Big Guys is good at making much of anything. Bill Gates bought or stole all his best software. Schwab and

Soros are overpowered loan sharks. They lack creativity and struggle to understand normal human emotions. Check out the WEF

sometime. It was kind of funny how they puzzled over how to get us all to take the shots.  Unsustainable. If we can just outlast

it...That's the challenge.
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Thanks fvtomasch, for the link. Look at the picture under the video, it links the WEF criminal Bill Gates to the faulty WHO advice

that Ivermectin was not effective. This withhold treatment that killed millions of people. Dr. Hill also held several Jnancial congicts

within his research. He received funding for his work from the same industry institutions who would beneJt Jnancially from a

vaccination protocol. One organization was the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation who funded Unitaid, the organization Dr. Hill

admits had inguence over his Jnal determinations. On January 18, 2021, the inguential Dr. Hill completed his contracted review

and published his Jndings.

Dr. Hill advised that “Ivermectin should be validated in larger appropriately controlled randomized trials before the results are
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Dangerous PCzer Vaccine Fraud Fully Exposed
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Former BlackRock portfolio manager Edward Dowd is speaking out about the real motivations behind the pandemic, which include a global

debt problem and an imminent global collapse of the Jnancial industry

)

After the Great Financial Crisis, the decision was made to increase the money supply, but this debt-based Jnancial system is unsustainable

and Dowd believes it’s on the brink of collapse

)

Restrictions on travel, vaccine passports and rampant censorship enacted as measures to control the pandemic are all a global way to

control the collapse and its aftermath

)

Dowd’s friend in the biotech industry told him that the all-cause mortality endpoint had been missed by PJzer in the original clinical trial —

this means that in the jab group there were more deaths than in the placebo group

)

The biotech executives who saw the PJzer data decided they weren’t going to get boosters, and the people who weren’t yet injected were

not going to get the shot

)

Looking to Wall Street may give some of the greatest clues that what Dowd says is correct — even with COVID-19 shots so prevalent, Big

Pharma stocks are dropping; Moderna is down 70%

)
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Dr. Hill advised that “Ivermectin should be validated in larger appropriately controlled randomized trials before the results are

sukcient for review by regulatory authorities.” His decision gave the medical research community the space to claim Ivermectin

was ineffective, and thus the Big Rx vaccination protocol was akrmed. In this video, the single most inguential person in the

anti-Ivermectin narrative, Dr. Andrew Hill, admits to knowingly shaping his Jndings based on institutional inguence and withholding

information about the ekcacy of Ivermectin while millions of people were dying.
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Thank you all for your interesting contributions contemplating an obvious truth: "vaccines" are causing a lot of suffering, deaths

and illnesses that will last for many years. The children and the weakest people and countries are the ones with the most terrible

future, but all humanity will pay the consequences of the psychopaths constituted by the globalist elite who lead humanity to the

Great Reset, to achieve more power stained with blood. Overwhelming reasons to suspect these gene transfer injections will have

devastating long-term impacts, resulting in excess deaths over the next decade, are laid out in this article by MIT scientist

Stephanie Seneff.

She argues that the true number of deaths may be closer to 374,576 (including international deaths reported to VAERS would give

a death toll of 815,326), and those are deaths that occurred in a matter of days. or weeks after injection. Furthermore, it is clear

that the number of deaths from COVID-19 infection in the US has been greatly exaggerated, as it is based on positive PCR tests

and even mere suspicion of COVID in the absence of testing. Many died of other causes and simply tested positive for COVID at

the time of death.

"Seneff suspects that in the next 10 to 15 years, we'll see a dramatic spike in prion diseases, autoimmune diseases,

neurodegenerative diseases at younger ages, and blood disorders such as blood clots, hemorrhaging, stroke and heart failure." “A

natural infection with SARS-CoV-2 (coronavirus) will in most individuals remain localized to the respiratory tract,” Kostoff writes.

“The vaccines used presently cause cells deep inside our body to express the viral spike protein, which they were never meant to

do by nature. www.theepochtimes.com/unintended-consequences-of-mrna-vaccines-against..  (03/03 / 2022)
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The situation now is even scarier: InfoWars founder Alex Jones has warned that the ongoing congict in Ukraine only serves to

advance the so-called Great Reset advocated and desired by globalists. Putin does not seem to back down, he is not losing the

war. He has been holding back to give them a chance to negotiate, because if he can no longer handle the losses of sending his

troops in and then he has nothing to lose. Both President Putin and President Zelensky of Ukraine spoke at the Schwab World

Economic Forum, as did New Zealand's Biden, Johnson, Macron, Trudeau and Arden, among many others. Wrecking the global

economy is an essential step on the road to the Great Reset.

The rhetoric coming out of Washington and London certainly suggests that both Biden and Johnson are desperate to escalate the

situation, cause more terror, drive up energy prices and terrorize everyone. It is hard to shake the feeling that Schwab is behind the

scenes pulling the strings and if, following Russia's invasion of Ukraine, the West decides to intervene militarily, it will be because

the plotters want it to happen and see it as a way to further damage the global economy and cause a few million deaths.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/28/war-needed-to-enforce-the-great-reset/  (02/28/2022)

www.brighteon.com/f33f06c3-9fcb-44c4-9e15-507e50a72d3f
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So is this (TRULY FRIGHTENING). California lawmakers have lost their minds. Richard Pan (MD) has been the bought puppet of

pharma for many years, authoring - and passing - many vaccine and vaccine related bills. He's still at it (on steroids) but has

gathered an even larger cadre in Woke CA. They used to say 'as goes California....."  They've got to be stopped - but they never

seem to get voted out. calmatters.org/health/coronavirus/2022/03/california-vaccine-laws/
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regulation destroys contracts. . .bad folks hide under regulation FOR SELFISH REASONS all regulation is criminal, all regulation

violates property rights marx's big demand- abolition of private property. the reset is (((marxist))) freedom is private property with

contract- that is a voluntary society. moving away from this has destroyed out once great country a "democratic" society is still

criminal and is NOT voluntary- the majority does not have the right to enslave the minority i've known these ideas for 50 years- that

is why i stopped voting in 1968. the entire system has been trash since the beginning- see the anti federalists writings- they told us

what would happen. see lysander spooner the constitution of no authority.

see the hologram of liberty by kenneth royce. the constitution has enough loopholes to energize 10000 special interests [regulate

interstate commerce] the existing system is the hated hamiltonian MERCANTILISM let us start rebuilding by GETTING

GOVERNMENT- THE STATE- COMPLETELY AND TOTALLY OUT OF EDUCATION. THEN OUT TOTALLY FROM HEALTH CARE. THEN

REMOVE ALL INFORMATION MONOPOLY CONTROL SUCH AS FCC. TAKE A CRASH COURSE IN LIBERTARIANISM AND OR

OBJECTIVISM. WE FIGHT FOR FREEDOM WHICH IS PRIVATE PROPERTY WHICH IS UNDER PRIVATE NOT GOVERNMENT

CONTROL. WE NEED RADICALISM REMEMBER RADICAL SIMPLY MEANS FUNDAMENTAL and the minority has no right to enslave

the majority
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So this means that all who follow Dr. Mercola can be treated as criminals, have assets seized, loose SS, any other means they need

to use to stop us. We need to Jnd ways to protect ourselves from this criminal action by the government.
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The so-called “elite” are master counterfeiters. It may be the only actual trick they have, applied in all sorts of contexts. They print up

dollars as needed in their debt-based Jat currency scam. They print up covid cases to create a global hysteria. They print up new

deJnitions to words, so that legitimate political dissent is recast as “domestic terrorism” or “racism.” They print up consensus through

censorship. They print up facts through media propaganda. They print up “diseases” and “cures” like a well-paired wrestling tag-team.

They print up votes, history and “false-gag” attacks as required. They print up diplomas whether or not they represent an education. The

one thing they can’t print up is trust; it’s a foot race between trust and the dollar to see which one collapses Jrst.
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Yes, David, they are master forgers. Faced with the impression of so many falsehoods, the support of people who see reality is

urgent, we need to communicate among all those who love freedom. Many scientists and intellectuals like Dr. Mercola are

exposing the truth, a truth that must be promoted, so that it is a seed of salvation for humanity. As Dr. Mercola stated: The Wuhan

coronavirus "pandemic" is simply the latest example of this corrupt system, which "uses money for private proJt", As long as

citizens remain silent, accept and put up with everything imposed by the authorities, pay taxes and enlist in the army within the

prescribed time, we live in a certain way in a silent dictatorship.

The citizen must get rid of ignorance of him and renounce acceptance and obedience of him, not blindly obey those in government,

have the courage to use his own understanding and demand his freedom rights. ......And they will never give the information that

should be known. Another holocaust is happening to the Jewish people, this time at the hands of Tony Fauci, Donald Trump, Joe

Biden, PJzer's Albert Bourla and every other globalist who imposed coronavirus (Covid-19) vaccines from Wuhan. about them and

the rest of the world.

According to new reports, the vast majority of “fully vaccinated” Israelis are now suffering from adverse reactions, many of them

serious, due to the injections. The bodies are piling up, in other words. Israel's Ministry of Health released data from a recent

survey showing that more than 66 percent of people in Israel who received a full injection and then "boosted" suffered some kind

of reaction to the injections that has caused them to live a life normally much more dikcult.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/two-thirds-of-israelis-report-having-adverse..  (01/03/2022)
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a-greed
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First they cook up the virus in the lab (witness the emails from Fauci himself!), then they terrify everybody quite literally out of their

wits (it takes a loss of smarts to accept an UNTESTED vax without considering the consequences, kinda like jumping off a bridge

without looking), then they call everybody else murderers who do not accept the murderously dangerous jabs, they call CHILDREN

murderers, and then they break the economy and threaten people for loss of house and home if they don't take the UNTESTED and

DANGEROUS vax! blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  What is wrong with those who

are ringleading this whole thing, and with those who aid and abet it? What is the matter with people who say "just trust your

leaders"? This is insanity! Question authority! Question media propaganda! An idea whose time has come?
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All true except "cure" has been removed from their lexicon. It has been replaced with unlimited treatment$. Dollar colapse coming

sooner now that the ruble is backed by gold.
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Brianallen, long ago the Alliance for Natural Health pointed out, and litigated the fact, that BigPharma may legally use the word

"cure" but selectively, natural health practitioners and manufacturers may not. Does anybody see any bias here, and does this reek

perhaps more than just a wee little bit?
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I would not call the vax untested. It was highly tested to do exactly the harm it is doing. Just not "safety tested".
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Darzoum, looks like you've got a pretty good list of the sources of misinformation.
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Darzoum - your list is a good start, I like your "reality goggles." How often will you be lied to if you don't know the truth? And what

might be those consequences? Consider the events of C-19 and the tragedy unfolding in Ukraine and their devastating realities. If

ever there was a time to “clean and focus” our “reality goggles.” If ever there was a time to Jnd our “Toto” and pull back the curtain

on the “Pseudo Reality of TPTB” that time is now!  That time is NOW!!! ------- The Ugly Truth of US Biowarfare in Ukraine and

Beyond (CP Podcast with Jeff J. Brown)  www.bitchute.com/.../SINUEP0MLadg
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Exactly, David. It's all Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion; all theatre - hollywood magic!
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Many cloak their own greed in self-righteousness & self-justiJcation for theft.
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Darzoum—I like your thought process! This is so true, and I have stopped believing anything the elite evils say or print!
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Darzoum, bullseye big daddy!! Mirandola, suing and class action suits is the best thing we have left. only hold back is the black

robs. They're all government agents. how'd that happen? black robed government agents.
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During his years as head of state in France, there were thirty unsuccessful attempts to assassinate Charles de Gaulle by the OAS

(Secret Armed Organization) a group of former French army okcers. In the movie "The Day of the Jackal," a part true/part

Jctionalized Jlm, there are two short sentences uttered by a mysterious professional assassin who the OAS hired after its many

failed attempts that stood out. In the OAS's single brief meeting with the assassin, where he was hired for a huge sum of money,

the assassin told the leaders, "You are too emotional." That is why you fail."  

A lesson that we can learn from a Jctionalized professional assassin, who in the movie came within perhaps two seconds of

assassinating de Gaulle. Also a lesson we can learn from the British citizenry during the Blitz with their conJdent words: "Keep

calm and carry on." de Gaulle survived largely because he was calmer than his would be assassins. He would never let the

attempts get to him. If we learn that lesson, we can and will come out on top in our present battle.
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Darzoum ... Look what the WHO are currently "printing" up while the world watches the east: banned.video/watch  WHO control of

health in all countries by May 2022. Our own Constitutions negated.
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JUST THE FACTS… A SUMMARY.  Prepare to live outside the system and be self-reliant for as long as you can. Shortages of

oil-fuel-lubricants, tires-replacement parts-replacement farm machinery, fertilizer, seed, feed, starter animals. This is an excellent video.

All of it. $1000 MORE on Your Monthly Groceries? - YouTube www.youtube.com/watch  That is, $1000 above what you already pay for

groceries. (Assuming family of 4 with 2 young children, not teenagers.) That is an extra $300/week, which no longer sounds impossible.

Prepping. Start with a 3 day emergency supply > 3 week > 3 month minimum > 1 year  > 3 years (esp.

3 years of “protected” seed). Food, water, meds, toiletries, cleaning products, pet food. Be prepared to replenish what you use up on a

seasonal nature year cycle. If you can hold a patch of land, you will have certain opportunities. Big farmers may lose all. Small integrated

farmers and people with big gardens may do better. Russia Meets Western Sanctions Head-On, Threatens to Crash World Food Supply by

Withholding Fertilizer ⋆ Flag And Cross www.westernjournal.com/russia-strikes-back-western-sanctions-threatens..   Many farmers are

choosing to retire because most are well over 60 years.

Others are forced to retire because of poor health after years of hard work. There are fewer young people who want to farm and farmland

is being sold for development. This places the nation in a precarious situation of depending on other countries, not only to our raise food,

but get it delivered to the US with so many supply chain disruptions. Their health standards may be even lower than ours, too. -Continued-
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-Continued- China bought up 70% of the world’s grain supply. (Flour, bakery goods, rice, pasta, bread, cereal, animal feed, etc.) The

Ukraine will not plant or harvest much this year--they have been a signiJcant contributor to global grain crops. Crop failures (esp.

grain) in China and Russia. (China is also stockpiling gold and oil => less avail on global market + higher prices.) The cost and

availability of feed affects meat, poultry, dairy, eggs. Avian Flu on US mainland for the Jrst time in history. What Bird Flu Is Doing To

American Poultry Will Affect Each And Every One Of You! – The Patriot Nation

 thepatriotnation.net/what-bird-gu-is-doing-to-american-poultry-will-a..  Disease in hogs.

Herds and gocks are being culled. (Who can afford a lot of beef? If beef is your only remaining option, costs will be very high. We

will see malnutrition and increases in diseases, esp. in children, if they consume mostly cheap, reJned, empty calories.) These

shortages will take years to overcome.  -continued-
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-continued- Many canned foods have a 2-year expiration date. (Some 4 years.) Regulations for 2-year are easiest and cheapest for

companies to comply with, so that is what most companies do. Notice more and more foods with near expiration dates. That

means the supply is running low. Most foods are safe 2 years past the date. I prefer not to go longer on canned meat, dairy,

tomatoes, mushrooms, although many would prob be safe. Glass jars have the longest shelf life if stored in a dark cool place and

seal remains good and are lids are not rusted.

Commercially canned fruit is safe if sealed well and not rusted. Fruit can do only 3 things if it goes bad—spoil (you will smell it),

turn to wine, turn to vinegar. Botulism is not a risk with fruit. I try not to buy foods in plastic containers as they leach. I do not store

anything containing banana or coconut for a long time. Those snacks do not keep as well.  Further, people will lose their assets

paying for health care. Insurance companies exclude anything related to “experimental” drugs.
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Yes, Almond, the crisis caused by the management of this false pandemic added to the war in Ukraine is giving way to an abysmal

crisis. We should all be aware that there are likely to be more shortages and general economic dikculties on the way due to both

the current economic situation brought about by the globalist elites and the disastrous policies that have brought about the

Russian/Ukrainian war. GET PREPARED FOR 2022. By Malome rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../get-prepared-for-2022 (03/02/2022)

The entire world is experiencing its fastest rise in ingation in nearly four decades. The prices of everyday goods, including food,

have become more expensive: 6.3 percent more expensive than a year ago on average, according to the most recent data.

www.cbsnews.com/news/food-banks-increase-demand-economic-struggle-ing..  (01/31/2022)
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In January alone, 300,000 jobs were destroyed. All getting worse as truckers are banned from crossing borders, covid lockdowns

continue to wreck the supply chain, and the endless printing of money is driving price ingation at the grocery store.

www.brighteon.com/9990a062-a294-404f-ba4a-8fb8837509a0  (03/02/2022) A Johns Hopkins professor criticized his own

university and the mainstream media for failing to report on a major study that concluded lockdowns have been almost completely

ineffective in curbing COVID death rates. The study was authored by several eminent researchers at the University and concluded

that the lockdowns “are ill-founded and should be rejected as an instrument of pandemic policy”.

The authors wrote "they have imposed enormous economic and social costs where they have been adopted."

summit.news/2022/02/03/video-johns-hopkins-prof-slams-media-own-instit..  (02 /03/2022) The murder rate in the United States

is currently the highest in 25 years. Nearly 20,000 people, according to Jgures, lost their lives last year in the United States

because someone else deliberately and maliciously terminated them.

The last time things were this bad was 1996 and before, which was recognized as a time of dense violent crime. The current

scenario with the rise of tyranny, including mask mandates, "vaccine" mandates, lockdowns, and other totalitarian and anti-social

impositions that ruined the lives of many people. justthenews.com/nation/crime/murder-rates-across-country-soared-2021-h..

 (01/19/2022)
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Meds to consider keeping stocked...  D3, zinc, magnesium, etc. Ivermectin. A homeopathic nosode kit for epidemics/pandemics.

Oscillococcinum. Nanocolloidal silver... a device to make colloidal silver even if it may turn you "blue"--not a concern in a

life-threatening emergency. Lomatium. Potassium iodide. "Black salve". Golden seal root--for times when nothing else will do.

Muscle Care by Patient One. NDF+. A topical anesthetic--use with caution, not too much. Neomycin. A generous supply of vodka

and vinegar. Sterile suture kit. Dentifrices and temp tooth Jlling kit. Boric acid powder. Caprylic acid (Caprylates). Gan Mao Ling.

Activated charcoal.

Rescue Remedy and Bach Flower essences--esp. for trauma. Cupping. A few basic essential oils and carriers. Ace bandages,

braces, crutches. A good decongestant--"where there is good drainage, there is no need for antibiotics". Feminine hygiene, birth

control inc. strict adherence to natural family planning (education). Many of these can be compensated/substituted for with home

remedies (esp. hydrotherapy in all its forms), herbs and food-sourced products that are readily avail can be grown in a garden or

foraged. Also, improvise. Your brain is your most valuable resource if you understand the process. You realize there are many

paths to healing.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Guillermo... I think people are angry about how their lives and choices are being limited and controlled. This results in increased,

and often misdirected, aggression. Complete strangers may be victimized only because they are within proximity of an angry

person. Perhaps someone who feels entitled to savage emotions or material possessions. Masking and social distancing has

isolated people from each other. They are less "socialized", without frequent human interaction, and tend to become more

self-absorbed and isolated. We see this regected in people taking risks while driving--thinking only of themselves and not showing

common courtesy and restraint. We have entire generations that have grown up with relatively little stress and known few

hardships.

They have not had to develop coping skills for handling stress. Nor do they have the supportive networks or mentors as examples

among, friends, family and neighbors that existed many years ago. Instead of going in for counseling and therapy, many people

Jgured out life's challenges by talking over the back fence. Life has also lost its meaning for many people who no longer have a job

to go to. It was a major part of their identity. Further, people have forgotten their role in the cycle of nature. "Man away from nature

becomes cruel."--Quote by an Indian chief.

When people have an emptiness inside, they often Jll it with all the wring things that do not bring them happiness. This may be

more typical in a�uent societies where consumerism is encouraged. The larger the city, the greater the sense of anonymity. There

are those who will do whatever they can get away with. Escapism has also become more prevalent... kicking the can down the

road, so to speak instead of confronting and solving problems. A lot of this is just rude, selJsh and bad behavior. Without a society

that respects individual rights, fewer people respect themselves. They lack spiritual direction and an awareness of something

greater than themself.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, another important piece of this: Become less trackable. Go solar. Ditch your "Smart" devices like your Smart TV, Alexa,

which are nothing more or less than listening-in devices. Ditch your "Smart' Meter. Turn off the mic on your computer, and use a

VPN, change it daily. If asked "was that you who logged in? We want to make sure there is no hacking of your account" Do Not

Answer! This is a way to identify your computer's ISP address and to track you! Go with sources like DuckDuck Go which pledge

not to track. And then use only a land line phone, ditch your cell phone. Or, wrap it in tinfoil or mylar to bounce off the radio wave

signals (you will not receive communications until you check your voicemail etc).

Wrap your RFID chip containing documents like your driver's license in mylar, and if stopped by the police, the ACLU said to tell

them no, you are not dodging the law, you are protecting yourself from identity theft, because RFID chip scanners are available

online for under $200! Nobody can track us if we don't participate in the electronic system. Barter instead of buy, sidestep the

digital currency system. Do just as you say Almond, start gardening and canning and sharing information with others. Thank you

for that! One family member who grew his own food commented as they traded produce with neighbors: "The more we share, the

more we have". Nature is so abundant! One apple tree can give so many apples! Thank you for your heartening work and your

solutions, Almond, you are much appreciated.
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Mirandola, It can be dikcult to avoid all the tracking devices. We currently have old-school meters at our home. I just got the

notiJcation that in the next 2 years they’ll be replacing all electric with smart meters. I called to refuse and was told the fee for that

was $90. I could handle that until I learned there ALSO a $30 PER MONTH fee for them to send out a person to read the meter. I

checked around to see if I could switch to another electric carrier, but they’re all slapping on the fees and my budget can’t handle

that much more. The one time fee, sure. But not an extra $30 per month. And I assume the gas would be the same deal ON TOP of

the electric.
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Almond, thank you for all of this practical information for us common folk moving forward. I have my work cut out for me. I have

begun stockpiling cash and silver. Also, how might cryptocurrency Jt into the picture. Can you share your thoughts on that? I'm

trying to Jgure out our best game plan for the collapse... I think is will be sooner than later.
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JGB.... We do not hold much gold. We hold some silver. Gold has traditionally been called in by govt during times of "crisis".

Smaller denominations of silver are more "spendable". Who has change for an ounce of gold? Assuming you will have most of your
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needs under control. Have some cash on hand for immediate needs. You may want to spend it, too, if there is a serious devaluation

of currency. Goods may be worth more than cash. (Coffee, tobacco, meds, etc.?) What is becoming ever more barterable is food.

Also, consider whether you have basic commodities or skills you can use for barter. Just my thoughts. If you watched the $1000

video, it makes a lot of good points.

You can say I am alarmist, but I have stayed ahead of the curve so far. I don't see any possible way such a collapse can be rapidly

reversed. So, at the very least, as long as you hold the land, you have freedom and opportunity. You might also consider a

grid-down bug out location once you have done previous things. Also, store at least a few items off site. Including a second pair of

(waterproof) work boots and extra wool sox. Your feet will thank you if you must travel on foot or be outdoors. Strange to say such

things and hope I am wrong to ever need them. Observe and learn from Venezuela and the Ukraine. History--what goes around

comes around.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Think of prepped as "prepaid". If you are trending towards a more self-reliant lifestyle anyway, you will have stuff you can always

use.  Expect future shortages. Have enough money set aside to pay property taxes.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Im already paying 7 times more for groceries than I was paying 10 years ago. Most of it is from China. Biden keeps blaming

monopolies for this problem, but the problem is China and yahoos like Jeff Besos that act as a conduit for unrestricted China

sales. CatJsh was $1 per pound 10-15 years ago depending on where you got it and it was from the USA. I was getting whole

catJsh from a Jsh market for 50 cents a pound in 2005. Now the Jsh markets are out of business. Kroger now sells the once

$1/pound USA catJsh for $9/pound. You can get a 5 pound bulk pack of catJsh for $7/pound but it is from CHINA!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Preppers got it right it may be tough but we can make it through if we want to. Pioneers made iton their own, had no supply system

in place, you grew, hunted your own food and made do. You use, re use, re use again and then make rugs, quilts from clothes. I

learned a lot from my grandparents who raised 6 children through the depression.  My parents retained this knowledge and it saw

us through some tough times. I wore hand me downs from rich girl who would not wear anything more than once.
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM
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China bought up 70% of the world’s pain supply.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Arlen... I did not even know they sold catJsh. I thought you either had it or you did not... and if you had it you either caught your

own or went to a church Jsh fry on a Friday night where some men of the parish went Jshing and donated their catch.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dowd has waited over two years to express his insight - why has this taken so long ?? - the economic disaster that is inevitable was

proposed in March 2020 when the Lockdown was Jrst announced - the fraud surrounding mortality was obvious from then - and was

stated in these comments section at the time - the blind lead the blind - this is the reality that I suggested at the time over two years ago -

people dismissed me as a conspiracy theorist - further proof that I am brain challenged and righteously dismissed - doctors aligned

themselves with these anti health and anti life propaganda - teachers and academics enlisted voluntarily in the group fraud - Zelenko

Witkowski, Bhakti, Mikovits, Seneff, Kennedy and the tiny minority who rejected the fraud where sidelined and attacked - juornalism lost

all independence and now redeJned themselves as mercenary adjuncts - a paid by the word foot soldiers for the fraud - rattlesnakes for

hire - the media has shown itself to be venally intentioned - and now over two years later Dowd Jnds his conscience - while we welcome

the conversion the delay becomes a question mark in itself
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Jnetta58protonmail.com
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:21:04 AM
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That was my initial reaction. This is old news. Catherine Austin Fits and others have been saying this from the beginning. I am

suspicious of those who jump on the bandwagon late when they have little to nothing to lose.
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stanleybecker
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thank you Jnetta - this may be genuine but it also may be opportunistic
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Stan, fraudulent information is continuing to drive their failing narrative! Earlier this week, Biden's gave his Jrst State of the

Union Address to the US Congress, take a look at how the brief health care portion is being interpreted, its all politics, accurate

data doesn't matter anymore? Here's Del Bigtree's interpretation - "ICAN CEO Delivers Key State Of The Union Response | The

Highwire" - - www.bitchute.com/.../TjIkDv6Uz2FW  - - - - - - - - - BTW - Ed Dowd did not wait, he was suspicious, then met Dr Malone

for the Jrst time on Maui last fall, then he was contacted by a PJzer the whistle blower late Nov, early Dec.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the damage has already been done because most scientists, medical executives, the media, governments have been easy

prey for the global elite. Natural preventive medicine and early treatments, with protection of people at risk, would have ended this

Plandemic a long time ago. Doctors and scientists who Jght against the science of lies and disinformation are attacked in their

profession and social life. As reported by Dr. Mercola to Dr. Meryl J. Nassen, (yesterday's report) who has been practicing for 25

years recently had her license temporarily revoked and is now forced to see a "board selected psychologist" , all because she was

caught prescribing hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and ivermectin for the Wuhan coronavirus.

Nass, and presumably others like her, are being persecuted for trying to save lives. Nass is now required to “submit to a

neuropsychological evaluation by a board-selected psychologist on February 1, 2022,” the reports explain, and she must pass the

evaluation to regain her license. harbingersdaily.com/doctor-loses-license-must-have-psych-evaluation-fo..
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM
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Stanley-thanks for pointing that out…interesting!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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rose - watched Bigtree's address to the Nation - upliting but will the Zombies take heed ?? - ---- Gui - Nass is undergoing psychiatric

punishment reminiscint of Stalin's Gulag system of totalitarian mental conditioning ---- thank you Siggy
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Stan, A link to Dr Been's summary illustrations of RNA and DNA entering liver cells is below and here it is again - "PJzer Vaccine

Becomes DNA in Liver Cells. (In-vitro Swedish Study)" - www.youtube.com/watch  - - - - - watched it 2 times. Breggin was right

about prey, wars on several fronts (besides the overt in Ukraine) running at the same time...its uh, beyond scary for those who took

the shots and boosters.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Yes Stanley. I pointed out the history of conspiracy theories 2 years ago. The public schools teach you to discredit conspiracy

theories. The assassination of presidents and other world leaders weren't planned events (conspiracies) according to the public

educational system. These people died at the hands of crazy people (schizophrenics) according to our schools. This is by design.

It's brainwashing. It sets the stage for the great reset. The Clinton Whitewater scandal was due to bad Jnacial advisors, not a

conspiracy the Clintons cooked up according to our court system.
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM
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Wow, as I read the proposed bill on CHD, the thought that Jrst came into my head was: These idiots are probably cooking their own

goose! Let's see: the unvaxxed are keeping the pandemic going? The science now shows it's the vaxxed stupid! Many other examples but

that one is the most egregious. Natural immunity doesn't count? "Let's all get vaxxed and the pandemic will end". We need to reach

50-60% herd immunity, no wait, we need 70-80%, no wait, we need at least 90%.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ha ha, yes, they'll say we need 90%, but will still claim the smallpox vaccines ended smallpox when there were less than half as

many smallpox vaccinations as live births for decades during its Jnal eradication there.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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The fear I'm seeing from comments here is EXACTLY what these petty tyrants want. People who aren't in hell-holes such as Australia,

buck up and have some COURAGE, dammit!  States that respect liberty in the US are certainly NOT going to go full-on Australia, and will

prosper all the more as the Stalinist ones disappear up their own backsides.  And on the subject of Stalinists, even some Canadian

provinces are giving Trudeau the 2-Jnger salute.   These measures are signs of DESPERATION to try to save a failing agenda, especially

in the US. Let these rotten institutions fail.  People who have useful skills, maintain their health, and don't all too much attention to

themselves will be Jne. And we'll build back better, alright, but not in the way these criminals think.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perfect, spot on:)
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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The idiots like Trudeau somehow continue to get elected. You can't Jx stupid.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau doesn't get elected, he gests installed if his party or a Stalinist coalition wins a majority of seats. As to whether that

happens next time, we shall see. I think it's time for states and Canadian provinces that give a rat's backside about liberty to break

off and form our own coalition.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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I think it will mostly be rural that will survive as we are preppers, know how to survive off the land. I have enough 12 year Chevis

Regal, crown Royal to barter for some time. Mom had a patient who brought her one evry time he came in. we are not big drinkers

so we just accumulated it.  City dwellers are buy, throw away folk, drink, party a lot. All of us have good health and those who

contracted the Covid got over it within a week. Even one at 95 with congestive heart got over it in 2 weeks. We basically keep a low

proJle to keep potential theives away, plus guns to defend what we have.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM
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balhwak, Can you please explain why you said people in Australia are in a hell hole? I read that to my partner, and he said, "A

hell-hole? I must have missed it." There are vax mandates in certain professions just as in the US. We, as unvaxxed, aren't being

Jned monthly, as citizens in some European countries. Masks are now gone.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like I said the other day, I’m done with trying to reach out to people about this. They act as if I’m a moron for being against it. The people I

know that got it are so brainwashed. They can just go their merry way and get all the jabs they want. I don’t care anymore
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poiesis
Joined On 10/8/2019 9:54:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

exasperating yes, remember to stay free ~ here's a song for you Tallulah3  www.youtube.com/watch
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM
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I would not lose hope yet. New information keeps coming out by the day, like this one:

www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/pJzers-covid-19-vaccine-goes-into-liver..  . If this does not awaken them from their stupor, then

let them go - each of us makes our own bed in this world, and each one then lies on it. Here is the Lund University study referred to

in the above: www.mdpi.com/.../htm  . Also, Mike Adams covers this from the 40th to 56th minute:

www.brighteon.com/9978c7e1-2f01-4583-948f-886ed153729d  . Dr. Peter McCullough is quoted as saying the Swedish study has

“enormous implications of permanent chromosomal change and long-term constitutive spike synthesis driving the pathogenesis

of a whole new genre of chronic disease.”
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tallulah: I know what you mean. You give these jabbed people little bits of info to try to educate them, and maybe “save” them from

getting the “boosters” but their heads are in the sand. Unfortunately they won’t see the other devastating problems headed our way

either.
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Jacqui_203
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:29:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I so feel the same. Let them get on with it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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In case this message is not getting through to many people, Dr. Been did a lecture on the Swedish study, explaining these results to

his Koolbeeners (followers) = this summary lecture had over 1.2 million views in about 7 days, PJzer Vaccine Becomes DNA in

Liver Cells. (In-vitro Swedish Study) - - - www.youtube.com/watch
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes coolbeaner Rrrrrose, thanks, is good video, and not only change DNA also make you prone to cancer.
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tomjimjan
Joined On 1/7/2012 11:12:23 AM
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Yeah, I have a cousin, a staunch dem who, after O'Biden's so-called 'state of the union address', posted, "Good job, Mr. President' on

her FB page, and one of her friends responded with, "Excellent speech!" My own sister called me a conspiracy theorist way back at

the beginning when I pointed out the dangers of the vax. "Kindly keep your conspiracy theories to yourself," she said! Since she is

my younger sister by eighteen years, her disrespect was hurtful to say the least! Except for my immediate family here in Free

Florida (my husband and son), our whole family on both sides are brainwashed 'sheep', and WILL NOT listen to anything we say.

Needless to say, they are all vaxxed and boosted and proud of it. Bah!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What most people don't think about, and which represents a stunning oversight, is that if a "medical emergency" can be drilled into our

brains every two minutes for three years (or almost that long), the economy and social life hijacked, and jabs required only allegedly to

win freedom back, only to Jnd out that more jabs are required and you still have no freedom at all because you are not considered "fully

vaccinated" unless you get them god knows how often and how repeatedly----well, maybe people might consider that if this can be gotten

away with, then they will get away with it again and again.

And a restaging of events is a guarantee, because it is very proJtable and it gives the powers that be excessive, over reaching power

which they truly seem to want. It is hard to understand why it is not evident to the most casual observer, that when poeple are

coerced---coercion is a crime----under threat of losing house and home and hence food security as well, and when a message is

massaged into the mass minds every two minutes and no exaggearting, that an agenda is clearly afoot.

Don't people "get it"? It's hard to believe that they don't. The power of fear causing denial is extraordinary. Given the constant fear drill

sustained over a period of years, it would seem to be a very deep kernel part of the plan. Further, it seems really chintzy and "Cheap" to

me, to focus in on all the deaths and scream bloody murder about them, scaring people ongoing. Hey any cheapskate mind manipulator

can easily do that.

HOw many survived? Ah that is not talked about is it? Why did the CDC early into the "pandemic", post on their website that doctors could

back then, diagnose "Probable" cause of death by coronavirus without any testing required to conJrm? No wonder Sen. Scott Jensen

reported that "The CDC's guidelines are ridiculous and could be misleading the public". Faked PCRs etc.... Later on the CDC's instructions

changed. Surely foul play is afoot and this whole thing reeks.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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All of the above underscores that this so called "State of Emergency" Is declared and the Constitution overturned based on power

grabbing interests and proJteering, not based on health concerns or any honest purpose. My bet is that foul play is on the legal

level as well as on the medical level, that the state of emergency is declared based on legally unsound and non-valid

underpinnings.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Mirandola. fear moves mountains, fear is the product of the science of deception that is based on a world of political

regulation and medical tyranny based on trusting experts paid by BigPharma. Government institutions do not admit any debate

and threaten professionals who dare to question government sanctions. CDC has collaborated with the wealthy private sector,

philanthropic organizations, and corporations to address public health despite blatant congicts of interest. The foundation's list of

donors is proof of the corruption of government institutions. Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. tells us the truth: The CDC has become little

more than a "vaccine company" as it purchases and distributes vaccines annually through the Vaccines for Children program.

Actions are liability-free and effectively compulsory to a captive market of 76 million children … The four companies that make

virtually all of the recommended vaccines are all convicted felons. Collectively they have paid over $35 billion since 2009 for

defrauding regulators, lying to and bribing government okcials and physicians, falsifying science, and leaving a trail of (incurable

chronic illnesses) injuries and deaths from products they knew to be dangerous and still sold under pretense of safety and

ekcacy.” —Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. Researcher Steve Kirsch reveals data on the Wuhan coronavirus.

The childhood "vaccination" against the Chinese virus is completely false. The mainstream media and government, are ignoring

this carnage, or blaming "covid", but it's obvious to anyone who doesn't have Stockholm syndrome that these big pharma poisons

are killing the nation's youth and , Jnally, to the youth of the world as well. www.skirsch.com/.../VCage.pdf

 www.skirsch.com/.../VRBPAC-10-26-21.pdf  www.theburningplatform.com/2021/09/20/the-vaccines-kill-many-more-peop..

 www.globalresearch.ca/faux-science-dictates-cdc-covid-directives/57613..
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Thank you Guillermou! It would be interesting and important to see links proving the assertion that the (founders? CEOs? Who? ) of

the BigPharma manufacturers are convicted felons. That said, what I was trying to say is that it is OBVIOUS that major crimes are

afoot, the nature of which would get most ordinary people arrested and permanently interned. This needs to happen. I believe now

that the truth is coming to light in new ways and more openly than ever before, and the chances are climbing that a judge on the

right side of the street will rule against the perpetrators of these major crimes against humanity. Bribes, coercion to lose

jobs/housing/security, false promises of freedom treated as a dangling carrot, deaths, medical maiming, covering up thereof, the

list goes on and on. It is high level criminal mentality at work, no doubt about it. Trust the authorities? Don't question? Oh come on,

it's time for people to wake up!
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Hi Mirandola and Gui. Dear Mirandola keep up the good work informing people, even they don't respond to you, it will inguence

them. Words can be very powerful. You can open their eyes. ~~*~~ Gui you are right they use fear and brainwash with false

information. All the modern rulers read and apply Machiavelli’s Rules, like using fear. Some of Machiavelli's rules: 1) If you can’t be

both loved and feared, choose fear. Affection is Jckle, but the fear of punishment is constant. 2) Crush your opponents. 3) You

need both cunning and strength to survive in the political wilderness.

Strength alone isn’t enough. 4) Only keep your promises when it is beneJcial to do so. It’s okay to break them when times change,

or the need to keep them has gone. 5) Learn how not to be good: be bad when necessity demands it. 6) Knock a few heads

together when you have to show the rest who’s boss. 7) Be stingy, not generous. 8) Guard your reputation: it is your most precious

asset. ~~*~~ Many of those rules you can see applied today. To Jght back use rule 8, destroy their reputation: expose them.
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brodiebrock12
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I so remember Jensen calling it out in late April or early May of 2020 and he was hammered by the powers orchestrating it all

wasn't he.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/5/2022 7:45:53 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Professor Finds $21 Trillion Missing from US Government. He said: "The government cut off inspection of their own Jnancial accounting

to the public. It Means Federal Government Is LAWLESS."  usawatchdog.com/missing-21-trillion-means-federal-government-is-lawles..

 FDA and CDC are criminal complicit, even harming toddlers. They are LAWLESS too. As this Dr. Mercola article said, a huge global debt

problem grew after the Financial Crisis of 2007-2008. That crises was based on fraud. People lost their houses, went bankrupt, became

homeless. Who went to jail for that? Nobody. That is just LAWLESS. Taxpayers had to bail those fraudulent banks out.

That crises is still not over as US, EU and China have been borrowing money, like there is no tomorrow, just to contain the domino effect

of the 2008 crises. Since then EU debt is growing rapidly to € 9 trillion because of the sole policy of Christine Lagarde, creating a huge

debt bubble without substance. And guess what, she is also prominent WEF member. When those huge debt bubbles collapse, we will see

a Jnancial reset. Countries like Italy will go bankrupt, then other countries will follow, a domino effect. Is this the plan of the WEF?

Lagarde and FED policy caused ingation to go up to 7% in many EU countries and the US, so people get poorer, as supermarkets need to

raise their prices.

WEF members have provoked Putin into a war, so they can boycott Russia. No oil and gas from Russia anymore, causing the energy

prices to go through the roof. Now ingation will go up even higher. Higher energy bills for consumers, shops and factories, so production

costs go up. It is a domino effect, causing more ingation. Some people will get in trouble paying bills, others will have no money to spent,

so they buy less. This will have a big impact on economy. All because of the WEF, you will be poor and own nothing. Even your pension

and savings will go up in the ingation smoke. It is just LAWLESS !!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/5/2022 2:38:12 AM
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Yes... because of the fact US medicare and medicare world wide is almost bankrupt, which is also why they were killing us

medicare recipients.
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A debt that will grow because fraud destroys all contracts, and the pharmaceutical giants should take full responsibility for the

injuries and deaths caused by the destructive "vaccines". In this report Professor Mark Kidmore exposes that PJzer, the company

hit with the largest health care fraud settlement and criminal Jne to date in 2009; which is also the same company behind the Jrst

mRNA gene therapy injection administered to the general public under emergency use authorization on behalf of Covid-19, has

admitted in conJdential documents, which it desperately tried to avoid going public, that its Covid-19 mRNA gene therapy may

cause enhanced vaccine-associated disease.

Since 2000, PJzer has been Jned at least £7.5bn, including a one-time £331.5m Jne for kickbacks and kickbacks, £1.1bn Jnes for

false claims offenses and an individual Jne of £331.5 million. $1.7 billion Jne in 2009 for committing fraud by improperly

promoting a now-retired pain reliever. Considering that this document was approved on April 30, 2021 and based on adverse

reaction data received through February 28, 2021, this ruling should concern even the most loyal pharmaceutical worshipers.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/04/pJzer-conJdential-documents-covid-vaccines..  (04/03/2022)
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Lawless is an excellent description of American government. Reading Lew Rockwell commentary comparing the attacks on

Fallujah by the US to the Russian attack against Ukraine today was a disgusting example of how a lawless agency operates.

Watching Biden speak is equally disgusting. The man is an obvious sock puppet; he is no government leader. He couldn’t run a

shoe department in JCPenny’s. How do we dump the existing toxicity to recreate or restore our republic?
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It seems perfectly obvious to me that when the government pays hotels to house the homeless, when they hand out paychecks to

half of the citizens nationwide on an ongoing basis, that the economy is being undermined. How can this possibly be sustainable

for the longterm? DUH people of the world and of the USA, WAKE UP! By the way, I support the government paying to house the

homeless. That is a fundament to gaining employment and is something that should have been done long, long ago. I digress. The

point is that the economy clearly is being undermined, I don't know how anybody can think any other way. It makes no sense to me.

I think people on this forum are very wise to prepare ahead and to become home gardeners, buy land, go solar, and do all they can

to be self sustaining. So doing we can also be in a better position to help others. My two cents.
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Mirandola You are deceived if you think the government should house homeless. Most are drug addicts with no inclination to

engage in employment. Our government is involved in drug trakcking to its citizens. I live in a state with legalized marijuana.

Those dummies are driving around high AF with no regard for safety of themselves, their children or others; they’re intoxicated!!

Homelessness is a facade term that misdirects people from the real issue which is drug addiction and lawlessness. I don’t want a

dime of my taxes going towards these people. I’ve watched it for decades being wasted. Return the “responsibility” of care to the

church’s not the taxpayers.
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KatnDognCo fair enough. You are right that when there is addiction which is actively being pursued, then rescuing will only

promote the serious problem. I agree with you. HOwever, I also have talked with homeless people who were willing and trying to

get it together. They found themselves on a continual loop that they could not get out of, because being over exhausted, unable to

sleep at night as police chased them down and danger lurked so they had to keep walking all night just to stay safe, and then they

could never get it together to get a job, no way.

So the housing is kernel to their ability to get a job in the Jrst place, to go to school, to get it together. I do believe that those who

sincerely want to get it together should have every chance they can. Further, there can be many rendered homeless just from the

coronavirus "Social" distancing measures, who are not drug addicts at all. Why else are tent villages popping up like never before,

and RV rows where previously there had been none? Those lucky enough to have an RV have a roof over their head, but many have

been rendered homeless just by the so called "pandemic".

It is cruel and merciless. We should all consider. Plus, when homeless people get a job, they pay taxes back to the economy which

I do believe, really should help them to get back on their feet. Sanitation issues, safety, police, etc are also costs that we pay for, we

should consider that and the human cost. Thank you and again I agree with you about the addiction matter, you are right. Thank

you for voicing in.
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Hi all. Many lost their home's in 2008 because of the Sub Prime Mortgage Fraud by banks. They were not drug addicts but hard

working people, some working 3 jobs to take care their family. After they lost their home they had to live on the street with their

kids. The bankers got super rich with this fraud. Which banker went to jail for their crimes? Nobody. This is the USA, just LAWLESS.

Also many go bankrupt because of absurd high medical bills. Many can't afford insurance. But the Jlthy rich pay no taxes.

katndognco you are right, look what the US did, like in the big city Mosul, half of the city became gat from carpet bombing, an

many other examples, as Wikileaks exposed many warcrimes, that were just LAWLESS. Then the US went after Assange and other

whistleblowers, and they call themselves a democracy with free speech, but what is the difference with Putin? Why Biden and his

son are not in jail for taking money from the Ukraine oligarchs and Chinese?
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It's easy,& self-serving, to blame the homeless& addicts at his late stage of the game. That state of affairs was orchestrated, rather

than educating to literacy, independence: dumbing down was the order of the day, division & dialectic games,& pumping drugs into

the inner cities& then conservative rural areas resisting their 'change' back to open tyranny, w/ all means of wealth transferred to

the coverted few. As 'off-shoring' made policing quality impossible, let alone policing pollution& abuses of workers, huge swaths of

the country were left rust belts& factory farmed, raped forest 'mechanized forested', Jres waiting to happen: drugs pumped into

their communities:& porn.

Accelerating the demoralization, increasing the suffering, ensuring there would be no end to it as it built to crisis proportions.

Expanding from 'just' the handy, dandy S.A. corruption& cartels, to imported opium pushers& gangster/terrorists, to Chinese ones

w/ fentanyl: dark money arm, 'legal' money arms of corporatism w/ its various types of sorceries worked from the shadows,

carefully protected from the light.

I remember the Jght from the beginning. I don't buy the lies, because I saw how every endeavor to stop it was chopped off at the

knees, set up, disappeared, wiped out by the lawsuits no one could win, when mikes were cut as speakers spoke, as information

'disappeared', to reappear twisted& poisoned. Those who think they're 'winning', or some sort of 'superior' buying into survival of

the Jttest, the law of the jungle die by that law,& liars & deceivers, traitors are notoriously undependable& known for devouring one

another.

Even before the judgment that is coming beyond the power or control of any man or their technology. Men& devils build their fake

salvation on blood, deceit,& theft: but then sudden destruction,& they shall not escape he who is holy, holy, holy; who foretold it,&

who sees all. Don't forget if you come to your senses late: the KJB alone,has the roadmap still.
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The 2008 crisis was self ingicted just like covid19. The sheeple that buy into these crises are the real problem. You can't Jx stupid.
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What? "Dowd’s friend in the biotech industry told him that the all-cause mortality endpoint had been missed by PJzer in the original

clinical trial — this means that in the jab group there were more deaths than in the placebo group." WTH?! Dr. Mercola, I hope this

message gets out FAR AND WIDE! To the point, last night I was at a long table and at the other end - a woman very on edge asked for

thoughts about covid. The man to my right was, you just knew, a mainstream media guy.  He spoke intellectually and I listened but was

zeroed in on the woman who skillfully debated him. Every time she spoke a truth, from me being to the man's left, both of us looking right,

I nodded yes to her while nodding no to his regurgitated MSM talk.

I can't seem to speak intelligently without feeling my ears burn. I get so upset when anyone living IRL already KNOWS the truth - if we ask

questions to the people around us or even listening to the lady about what's gone on with the jab in her circle - can you dispute it? Well,

then she brought up the number of deaths in the US, I had to join in. I talked about how badly Fauci has handled this pandemic

(OBVIOUSLY) and the man to my right said, "What does he have to do with covid deaths?" OMG. Really? Long story short - that's the stuff I

am always being thrown.

People don't know they're just seeing the tip of the iceberg when I speak, and yet their ignorance literally shuts me down. My brain says,

"Believe what you want, I just hope it's not too late when you get the truth."  Of course, then he had to throw in that he lost someone to

covid. Probably not the time to talk about inappropriate therapies - but ya, I went there and managed to combine Fauci's executive

decisions, Gates and his control of the WHO, our death count compared to countries with billions of people, the shot being wholly

ineffective against omicron, and the need for the end of all of this nonsense.
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Yes Lovestosing.
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Patience, don't go off the deep end, its gonna be a slow-release of key data. Not everything is falling out or getting shaken loose at

the same time; however new studies are showing more potential damage than prior...may be the harbinger of vaccine theory

decline and eventual demise of several multi-national corporations. Gotta wait.
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I agree with everything in this article. However, I become wary when i see the Veritas Jnger pointing to Biden. This is all above Biden's

paygrade. All coordinated by his bosses; WHO, WEF, UN, FED, CIA, etc. While Biden and the rest of the so called leaders may be going

along with it to help them implement their plans, the Jnger pointing is a distraction from the the bigger picture.
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The clue is in the Latin.
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Everything is above Biden's pay grade! This man couldn't run a lemonade stand.
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The media cheered the pandemic, now war w Russia just like the fake WMDs that led to Iraq and chaos in the Mideast...no opposing

speech allowed...The neocon/neolib scum who lied and lied have the chutzpah to appear on "news" shows while sane voices are

censored. No one is stupid enough to be consistently wrong on every issue unless they have a concealed agenda; wealth for me/austerity

for thee. BTW I have a barn full of old school desks...$100. ea while they last.
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" BTW I have a barn full of old school desks...$100. ea while they last." Try giving TV's American Pickers a call, (on OTA, HDTV's

DEFY Ch. every Wednesday). They drive all over the U.S. and even parts of Europe, such as Italy and the UK, buying up antiques,

memorabilia, and collectables for resale. www.traveliowa.com/destination/american-pickers-and-antique-archaeolog..
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Grulla...Was a joke given how warmongers and only warmongers dominate the networks...School desks were our place to hide

from nukes during the Cuban missile crisis.
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George Bush was that stupid.
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preach it randall, same liars, different lie. putin for president
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So RT America was pulled from satellite TV a few days ago, today all RT News off internet/403 forbidden...Now as sleazeball

Zelensky is made the sympathy idol of the West, the Russian point of view is forbidden, just like Fauci detractors and WMD

truthtellers.....thought control now complete...and ooops, see where the printed trillions went. Austerity for the rest of us.
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American Pickers will probably give you up to $50 for them. If they can't Jlm a location (follow the money), they probably wouldn't

even show up.
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LOL!!!
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Call it what it is. It's guaranteed, because the debt bubble itself was planned,& weaponized. Plenty were warning that the policies would

be disastrous. They were purposely ignored, sukciently amoral cronies cultivated (often under cover of 'civil rights':just like privacy laws

to protect children& healthcare consumers were used to hide the rising epidemic of pedophilia/pederasty &takeover of personal data),

while the people were purposely dumbed down; kept fat, dumb& happy,& 'educated' to the contrary.

Even as people were realizing that those entrusted were unworthy,& were purposely driving this nation over the cliff, that cadre of

coverted corporate interests& banking, already holding other nations captive via their World Bank arm,was 'covered'. UNESCO's dumbing

down progressing more or less rapidly as nations valued true literacy& freedom indeed; or had heritages of serf-elite,

serf-craft/guru-crony-elite ordered societies, the demoralization easiest where the cloak of relativism is already in place, where

superstition& blind faith irrationality& fear of men supplant truth-anchored,evidenced faith w/o layers of sorcery, ritual& middle men

playing 'god'.

Even then they lied& kept the easy money going to the 'marks' being set up for the forced initiation& sorting, the culling. Then their

'heaven on earth' digital tyranny, w/ its transhumanism, will be received by most who survive, believing lies, receiving their false 'salvation',

the counterfeit. When that female Wall Street banker began warning of shariah coming into banking, of the covered up 'honor' killings, &

then disappeared, what? 20 years ago.

Even then the die was cast. The plan revealed, the reaction being pushed for as the excuse becoming apparent. The only place we could

Jnd real banking, independent, solid, was in the Amish/Mennonite communities,& even they are too tied in to the grid thru tourism&

'business accommodations'& tax breaks, to hold out for long w/o serious sufferings, shortages.
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Yep!
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It's a shame that we live in a country and a world where our governments try to depopulate the world by giving the population deadly

drugs to kill us. I believe this has been going on way before the Covid pandemic started. Just look at the side effects of the drugs big

pharma and some doctors are pushing upon us. We can't believe our government anymore for our safety. Please take your life in your own

hands and tell the government to back off and also make them accountable for the death and destruction of lives.
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Far longer than the average person knows! Goes all the way back to Flexner report origins in1910.The corruption simply mutated

into modern day thru the decades. A healthy society is not good for business
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I'm surprised that Twitter didn't remove Edward Dowd's comments. You know they don't like the truth being told. And I suggested to my

crowd, probably 6 months ago, just what Guillermou is saying. I might not be able to use the correct wording though. But when people

were pointing out how our government had given the drug companies a pass to make these 'vaccines' without fear of being sued, I

pointed out that since they didn't deliver the product that was ordered, in fact it was a 'fake' vaccine, I would think they could be sued after

all.
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1984
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Some people are so hypnotized by what they have heard on Main Stream Media, that they will not even listen to anything that goes

counter to the MSM propaganda, and they tend to be the most vocal about their beliefs. Those people I just pray for, as they will not

listen. MMC88121
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It's the yeppers (Pomeranians). Once they start yepping they just feed off one another. Pick your annoyances. Would you rather

listen to "The View" or a yard full of yepping Pomeranians? I'll listen to the Pomeranians. All you need to shut them up is a leftover

steak bone. You'll never get the yeppers on the View to shut up.
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Consider....If I’d worked in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry for almost three decades, I’d love to know the logistics of this

clotshot manufacture. For if all the clotshot manufacturers combined were able to make this at a rate of one dose per second it would

take almost 32 years to make billion doses. Where is it all coming from??  Some people are onto their fourth dose LOL!!  They want to jab

the population of the world several times, yet, where are all the new manufacturing facilities? Where is the mass staff recruitment? It

would take a minimum of six months to train a technician in the very basics of vessel competency, yet here we are, an unlimited supply of

this treatment! It’s almost like….it’s been stockpiled years in advance….??  Just thinking!!
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That's the whole reason for the mRNA jabs. They can produce millions within a couple of weeks. It has nothing to do with safety

and effectiveness. It's all about ekciency, productivity, and proJtability. Any ill side effects equals more people seeing a doctor for

more meds. It's a sell fulJlling prophecy. The worse your product is the more money you make.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arlen1, like those psychiatric drugs used to "Jx" that Jctitious chemical imbalance in brains that causes emotional suffering. Been

there. Done that. Worse off than ever with multiple autoimmune issues and neurological damage. I noticed that while the shots kill

some they cripple even more. 3-6 times as many.
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TXSunnySky
Joined On 3/11/2017 2:33:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only way to get retinol is from animal products. The ceruloplasmin enzyme must have retinol. PLEASE look into RCP123.org. YES, we

need animals for proper protein, retinol & more. God bless 

💗
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course we do. It is our evolutionary food.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Xlnt interview with Edward Dowd. So powerful and Jlled with him releasing the Jnancial workings tied to PJzer. Gates and Fauci are key

players in this Pandemic. They went to same Univ. Along time ago. Now Gates owns 55Million PJzer stock and Fauci is the MandateMan.

They are Treasonous and should be executed further envolvement. Fauci has to be removed IMMEDIATELY. He will only cause more

death. Does Mr. Dowd have a site?
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

55 million dollars of stock, or 55 million shares?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

47:30 Rent everything and eat bugs. We can earn these privileges from the benevolent overlords by surrendering bodily sovereignty. Let

them modify our genes with toxic injections on a regular basis.
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a lot to digest in this article. I had considerable stock investments before 2007. When things started to drop, my values

decreased by about 48%. Since then they have come back and increased considerably. At my age of 81, I have seen movements based on

a fear of not being able to feed the population. Based on projections from computer models there is validity for this concern, so there is

that. Perhaps this sheds insight to GMO, demonizing meat because an acre used for raising cattle, is not as ekcient economically as the

same acre growing wheat. That’s economics, however is it good for our individual human bodies? Mainstream/government nutritional

advice certainly has its economic beneJt bias.

Look at all the fat people, diabetes, the glamorization of being fat, the propaganda of “fat shaming” to make being fat ok. Those of us

who enjoy Mercola's information, for example, are a small minority of the popilation who merely drink the cool-aid from government, big

tech, via the media are blessed, IMHO. Those of us who took a wait and see attitude towards the COVID shots now see the proof of the

wisdom manifesting.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These 'elite' have been doing some serious wishful thinking. In a war, which this is, plans can easily get ruined, because of ***-ups by the

aggressors and unexpected defence. The fact the Jnancial system is such a mess does not speak well for their competence, but rather

that their greed is out of control and dooms them to one hell of a backlash, despite all their illusions of control.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tnc.news/2022/03/04/true-north-ranks-the-legacy-medias-coverage-of-the..  Proof is in the picture We are dealing with n.....
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"""The characteristic of electric automation is all in this direction of return to the general-purpose handicraft gexibility that our own hands

possess. With the electric technology, the new kinds of interdependence and interprocess that take over production also enter the market

and social organizations.  Automation (digitization)...the custom built supplants the mass produced. Total interdependence is the starting

fact. Nevertheless, the range of choice within that total Jeld of electromagnetic interprocess is very much greater than it ever could have

been under mechanization. Uniformly trained and homogenized citizenry, so necessary to a mechanized society, is becoming quite a

problem to an automated (digitized) society.""" ~Marshall McLuhan 1964
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not the most rational, practical member of my family. My brother is. Yet he has been taken in for some reason. When I protest to him

about what's happening, he laughs dismissively. Says I "don't know science." He and his wife and kids will get boosted as often as told.

What can I do? Been begging famous scientists on Substack to contact him. Maybe he would hear them.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What do u mean by you're "not the most rational"? does your bro know that? The dissident MDs testifying before US Sen Ron

Johnson on 24 Jan '22, one of them pointed out its more likely that the Phd scientist-types are more easily taken in by the "modern

vaccine arguments"
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the more some folks know about science the less they know about reality
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not a whole lot. Maybe gift him the RK Jr. book, and hope he doesn't trash it. The real tragedy is the kids.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Long ago, I read that it's possible to get educated out of the brains you're born with. It's also possible to become so educated in

one very specialized area of knowledge that the person doesn't know much about anything else. Logical isn't necessarily

reasonable.
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

no surprise here.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"During his career, Dowd witnessed two bubbles — corporate fraud and then bank fraud — and now he believes we’re in the third bubble,

which involves central banks and governments." LOL! You see, even the so called "whistleblower" left out the biggest (4th) bubble crash

that he still stands for and protects: MEDICAL SYSTEM CRASH! It can't happen soon enough.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okcial Biochemical and Statistical Evidence 100% conJrms Moderna created Covid-19 By The Exposé on March 3, 2022 Evidence has

emerged which proves beyond a reasonable doubt that the pharmaceutical giant Moderna, the company that has made billions through

the sale of an experimental Covid-19 injection, actually created the Covid-19 virus. Covid-19 means: 19 nucleotide sequence and not

2019 at all. On February 23 the Daily Mail ran an article showing that Moderna has patented the 19 base letter (nucleotide) sequence

which codes for the Furin Cleavage site in Covid-19.  By a concerned reader They cited a Paper by Scientists in India, Switzerland, Italy

and the US (cautiously entitled: MSH3 Homology and Potential Recombination Link to SARS-CoV-2 Furin Cleavage Site) in which they

calculated that the chances of a 19 nucleotide sequence patented by Moderna randomly appearing in Covid-19 in circumstances where it

does not appear anywhere else in nature are 1 in 3 trillion.

Furthermore they did not merely apply for a patent on 2016 February 4 with US9587003B2: as reported in the Daily Mail. They actually

applied on 2013 December 16 for 4 patents with US9149506B2, US9216205B2, US9255129B2, US9301993B2:as well. So Moderna had

developed the 19 nucleotide gene sequence containing the Furin Cleavage Site which gives Covid19 its infectivity to humans by patented

gain of function research as early as 2013, 6 years before the Wuhan outbreak took place. Not 3 as reported in the Mail and virally

elsewhere..  The Expose Vaccinated are now not human - trans human - no rights under Human Laws:

ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-horrors/  Neuralink started with rodents and has graduated to

primates.Mankind is next. Arguably, we humans (trans humans) are already the monkeys.
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res7158
Joined On 7/4/2017 3:41:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shane Warne died at 52 allegedly of “heart attack” after being double vaccinated.

www.hindustantimes.com/cricket/shane-warne-when-australian-great-revea..
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gregorymark
Joined On 7/30/2021 4:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Died" at 52...by booster.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

020202... RE: increase in suicides.  What do you expect when the vaxine has the potential to impair neurofunctions, inc. the brain?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dikculty speaking, vision problems, seizures, weakness on one side of the body, and sudden, severe headache are typical of

cerebral blood clots.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been told that the increase in deaths in younger people is because suicide is up. And I know of two myself who were 20's.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How tragic! We are so sorry to hear this.
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cbdavis
Joined On 11/13/2021 8:32:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m sure there is some suicide, but I can’t imagine 40% suicide. I was on a gight Friday night and a young physically Jt guy had a

seizure. They were asking if anyone had seizure medication to give this person so he wasn’t epileptic.
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, and Shane Warne dies suddenly with no prior history of heart problems - heart attack at 52 seven months after the double

dose and a bout with Covid-19. No autopsy apparently. Vaccine death? May be. (For those of you who haven't heard of him, he was

a Wayne Gretzky-type prodigy in the world of cricket).
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Neurological disorder diagnosis is up more than 1000 % in 2021 compared to the previous 5 year average. 100% means twice as

many. 1000% means 10 times as many. Thoughts of suicide is a form of neurological malfunction. It's most likely due to the jabs,

but you can't rule out fentanyl. The Biden administration keeps that covered up. It's why MSM won't report on the millions of

illegals crossing our southern border. It would put China on the spot. China basically owns MSM and Big Pharma. Biden is

deJnitely compromised. China owns him. There are videos showing China's top okcials, including Xi, cheering the day Biden won.

Xi's exact words were "Yes! We got our man!"
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Battersea
Joined On 11/1/2013 4:20:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To reiterate: Ed Dowd quoted data reported by various Insurance Companies on the INCREASE in Deaths Q4 2021 compared to a baseline

of Q4 2019: + 36% Unum  + 57% Lincoln National  +21% ReInsurance Group of America  +32% Hartford Group  +56% (Q4) & +268% (Q3)

Aegon (Dutch insurance company data from their US market)
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi all, the vaccine scam is far worse than anyone realizes
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

that implies it's far worse than you think. . .
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're probably right. I hope you and I both are wrong. We are facing nuclear war with Russia. If i had to pick and choose, I would

probably pick the nukes. At least you know you're going to die with nukes and you can prepare and say goodbye today to the ones

you love and say hello to God.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So Dowd believes its only a matter of time before those responsible are held accountable. Yeah right. Fauci has been doing much of this

for over 40 years and not a scratch as he soon fades away into a well funded "we the people" pension. Zero accountability...the real

deJnition of insanity!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We're on the same page.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If all else fails, a Presidential Pardon is waiting?
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Their plan for an annual covid shot will probably tank rather quickly. I sure hope so. NOT ME!
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I keep gettig conJrmation - NO JABS. I am 82 and started really distrusting PJzer over time plus others.
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My goodness I hope this is true news!  bestnewshere.com/the-supreme-court-in-the-us-has-ruled-that-the-covid-..
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I sounds like a dream come true! If it were true though, Mercola would have put it up, surely. I can't see the release date on the

report.
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MarkPitt
Joined On 4/1/2009 6:17:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just before 35 minutes in, Edward talks about the World Bank, but my eyes were exploded more than a dozen years ago when someone

gave me a dvd, Life and Debt in Jamaica. You get the short course on global economics in one fantastic documentary! That story feels a

lot like what's going on now. I'll go Jnd it online... Here it is: https://youtu.be/CjrFHzwx5AU
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To prevent frustration with following the thread of comments here, consider choosing the option of "Oldest" instead of the default option

of "Top Rated." Please try two actions to prevent that frustration. First, always choose "Oldest," because that choice will sort all comments

from oldest to newest. The oldest comment will be at the top, coming Jrst, and the newest, most recent remark will be at the end, at the

bottom. Secondly, please never click on like or dislike because that vote will kick you out of the "Oldest" choice into the default "Top

Rated" choice which is NOT chronological. The Top Rated sorting of comments will result in a loss of the time ordered gow of comments.
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os00
Joined On 8/18/2010 3:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hoping for more on how to protect assets if things fall apart. Some buy gold stocks but paper sounds risky vs the real thing... Hopefully

Dr. M can help Jgure this out...
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Dr. M can help Jgure this out...
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martintcrtmartin.com
Joined On 1/28/2022 3:55:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola,        I'm sure it was an oversight but this lady interviewing Edward Dowd was really exceptional but I could not Jnd her identity

anywhere in this article. She deserves a lot of credit for bringing this to us. Great interview. I think this young man may be

underestimating the ruthlessness of these people however. Consider the CCP.
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The reason for introducing fake meat is because there are already thousands of patents involved, ergo the food markets will be controlled

just like the medical market through exploitative prices and shareholder/stakeholder interests. Fake meat can easily be sold to people

who call themselves vegetarians and buy veggie sausages - how daft is that - if you are a vegetarian buy vegetables not vegetables in the

shape of meat products. I can just see the headlines "If you are a good person who wants to save others then you must eat fake meat"

Sounds familiar? Millions will fall for it again.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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More proof how well the BIG LIE and 'mass propaganda' work so well...cleverly disguised as 'Education' and 'News".... By 2023 this MASS

MURDER of millions via 'DaJab'....will occupy 'Da News' on TV and newspapers...which will be just another BOUNCING-BALL to keep

millions of eyes and minds and thoughts occupied....while MEANTIME ... right under your nose the next Bouncing ball will be

"Money"....and that will fail.....but will occupy a couple years of keeping millions of fears and minds and thoughts occupied..........BUT 5G

keeps going up .....and SLOWLY more people will die from RF poisoning .....but the medical scammers will scare people into more Jabs ,

killing millions more.....but the real CULLING TOOL is 5G.....

frankreport.com/2020/03/06/5g-is-a-kill-platform-a-directed-energy-wea..   <<<>>>>

 emfcommunity.com/darpas-5g-end-game-for-humanity   <<<>>>>  https://911nwo.com/?p=10393  <<<>>>

www.batteryblog.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/DARPA-Hydrogel-Use-As-5G..
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No kidding! Education is a total joke. Im dealing with high school graduates that can't add, subtract, read, and write, but they

somehow got a high school diploma. It's no longer education. It's indoctrination. The public schools no longer educate our young.

They only promote racism and extremism.
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“First of all, we have to understand what communism is. I mean, to me, real communism, the Soviet communism, is basically a

mask for Bolshevism, which is a mask for Judaism.” (Press Conference, September 1 1992) << Bobby Fischer and he was right

100% And More from Bobby Fischer >>>  www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Jscher-speaks-jews   <<<<>>>> and Im sure some will

say I am anti-semitic or some other bluff ....But what Bobby Fischer said years ago is proving to be very accurate.... Now China is

only partially Communistic Controlled , or according to Mr Fischer "Jew controlled". OH BTW ,Stanley do you play chess?
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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I guess Im the same group then. I think you're spot on.
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Arlen1 YES!!!!!! You are very correct....... Schools all are well wired with 5G and all public schools must teach the same propaganda

.......and reading , math , history etc are now secondary or not important...because each student now has access to a computer

and/or a cellphone and/or a tablet  so reading or math are just minor subjects..........and not really needed.. I mean , all they really

need to know is what they have been TOLD TO KNOW!!!!.... no need to really know anything.....the computer will TELL YA WHAT TO

KNOW... And what that computer or cell or tablet TELLS the Student WHAT TO KNOW........why waste time teaching anyone....????

As long as the 'student' can understand the spoken language....he/she/it is a High school Grad.....grades??? What are grades???

Logic.........what is Logic?????  THINK???? What is that???...and soon there will be no need to hear or talk...all the Brain will be used

for is to make the body parts to do as they are TOLD TO DO!!!!!!!! And 5G experiments have already been used to mentally control

MILLIONS.....LOL.. Darpa has been CONTROLLING MILLION with 5G ....
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mrrobb
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I believe this entire covid and omicron and all the other variants are just twisted ideas.....All of a sudden, everyone self-diagnoses "I have

Covid or Omicron" .....or" all my family has had COVID."...LOL..... Now anyone with a sni�e is self diagnosed as covid......well its the

'In-Thing"... What a joke!!!! ....                                               .........but 5G is whats gonna kill ya.... Just like you microwave oven cooks your

food.....5G m which can and does operate on the same frequency 2.45 Gigahertz......along with most cellphones and WiFi and more.....but

5G can also transmit incredible amounts of Radio Frequency Power out on many more frequencies on and around the 2.45 GHz....from

700 megahertz to 300 gigahertz and as Nichola Tesla proved..everything has a frequency at which it will either vapourize or disintegrate

....and humans have a frequency in which they will over heat or falter..or just breakdown ..

this is the mind control DARPA and many more have now worldwide with 5G....most call them cell phone towers ..but they are 5G...5G

dishes on roof and tall building and street light poles ..........funny ...RF radiation effects are same as Covid and Omicron and Flu and

hundreds of other ailments...including arthritis nd on and on.....

But the MedicalMob , being directed by $$$$$ and government Grant$ and Gate$ and WEF$$ DEMANDS...the Doctors MUST USE a

MEDICATION.....conviently offered by BigPharma's Gang.... But about 90% of the time its juist simpole RF Radiation...RFPoisonings.

...........And I am still on MyMountain..and its a beautiful Day....and Im planting seeds....and more strawberries...:)  and the Worms are

doing worm things :) ....yeah worm casting are good trading items...makes plants grow!!!!
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Wondering if the Jnancial play is to have as much gold and silver as possible?
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Den6328
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This is all great information but with the coming collapse, what do I do with my stocks in the retirement plan?
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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The Pandemic Treaty Under the World Health Organization (WHO) March 4, 2022

needtoknow.news/2022/03/the-pandemic-treaty-under-the-world-health-org..  Kommentare the only way to stop a… the only way to stop

a future pandemic, is to STOP bill gates and his buddies from creating a future pandemic. russia is doing that right now in ukraine by

bombing and taking out their biolabs where they create these viruses. there were 16+ of the virus labs in ukraine… thats what russia is

doing there, defeating fauci and gates ability to create viruses. Nuclear War Survival Skills by Cresson H. Kearny – Free Download – Book

– Video – Audio – More.

www.nuclearwarsurvivalskills.com  http://www.battery1234.com/      

 www.thesurvivalpodcast.com/episode-1038-steven-harris-on-battery-back-..  http://www.battery1234.com/      

images/home_battery_bank_with_everything_on_table_for_markup.jpg Sites/info related to above: Situation Update, Mar 4, 2022 –

Nuclear FALLOUT + Spike protein DNA suppression = BINARY weapon for global human extermination

brighteon.com/787e2691-1c08-486c-835d-d5de871e782c   Commentary from inside the Ukraine – I personally totally vet this guy

Gonzalo Lira – have followed him for years – Coach Red Pill > www.youtube.com/.../videos  My Trip From Kiev to Kharkov Last Night

(Birthday Stream) www.youtube.com/watch  So coincidentally I Jnd this news report just now.

Robberies, rapes happening in Ukraine after govt armed civilians to Jght Russians: YouTuber [Gonzalo Lira] Says Western media is not

reporting these crimes Web Desk Updated: March 02, 2022

www.theweek.in/news/world/2022/03/02/robberies-rapes-happening-in-ukra..
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Please give this line of thought a break. The US and allies have means of shooting down rockets heading our way...
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I swear this website has been hacked! Why are you way down here? I gave you a thumbs up. It made no difference. Total BS!
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QUANTUM DOT TATTOO as PROOF OF VAX COMPLIANCE delivered with MICRONEEDLE VAX (Skin Patch) will be the MARK OF THE

BEAST (NOT the hypodermic needle that has been used up to now- March 5, 2022). LOOKS LIKE A BAND-AID. Luciferase makes QDT glow

under a special light-- it is not about immunity, but TRACKING! It is an operating system with hydrogel (nanotechnology) This will be

needed to ‘get back to normal’ (code for buy and sell) See Revelation 13:16-18; 14:9-12. You won't be held down and forced that way; but

as Windowscentral said about their Worldwide Digital ID system, "non-participants will be unable to buy or sell goods or services". People

who don’t get it just won’t be able to buy and sell; your Jnancial transactions will be blocked. It looks like a patch. (See Revelation:

13:16-18, and 9:12-14)  www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-vax-record-on-skin.jpg  

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/markbeast.htm
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World SUBSCRIBERS ONLY - COVERT INTEL - IODINE DISTRIBUTION IN RUSSIA World NewsDesk 03 March 2022 Hits: 13349 This

content is for subscribers only -- A Russian who lives in Ireland, tells me she has an Aunt in Moscow. The Aunt works in a playschool and

one child's mother has an older son currently serving in the Russian military. Fortunately he is stationed in the far east of Russia and

didn't take part in the invasion of Ukraine. Apparently, he and others were given orders by superiors to start training to enforce order on

civilians, establish medical tents, supply rations and iodine to the local population, in the event that the Russian Federation engages in a

nuclear congict with NATO and the United States.

XXXXX REMARKS Again, Russia is making overt plans to deal with a nuclear war.  Why? They know that we are not going to hit them . . .

Jrst.  So . . . WHY? It's starting to look as though they know we are going to hit them . . . . because THEY INTEND TO HIT US FIRST, and

they know we will hit back. It makes sense to hit the US and to hit Jrst.   Russia's ENTIRE problem with NATO goes away instantly if the

US is hit Jrst.  The US is a full seventy percent of NATO.  Without the US, NATO is literally nothing. It falls apart instantly. All of Russia's

security problems, boycott problems, economic Sanctions problems disappear in one fell swoop if the US is taken out of the picture -----

Jrst.

Putin once said that growing up on the streets of St. Petersburg, he learned that if a Jght is inevitable, if it cannot be avoided, it's always

better to punch Jrst. Men don't ever forget those types of lessons. Now, some of you will immediately fall back on the notion of "Mutual

Assured Destruction. (MAD)"  You'll think to yourself "They wouldn't dare, they'd be destroyed too." WRONG. Russia has spent decades

building nuclear bomb shelters for its civilian population. The US has none. In those Russian shelters is food, water, medicine
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I unsubscribed from World so soon as I realized that Augustinian front for Rome & the one world order was covering for the fake

wars in the Middle East...and who the real collateral damage included: every free Bible believing Christian left, Jewish

communities, & anything moderate or tolerant: while more ancient evidences were being blown up. Builders who've rejected the

chief cornerstone, bloody men of deceit & craft.  No more of our hard-earned money from that point on went for the maintenance &

support of hirelings, liars, wolves, Balaamite sorcerers of craft went to any fake, unbiblical, antichrist 'ministry'.

And many were 'transformed' & exposed for what they were in those years for those with eyes to see & ears to hear. Don't be

deceived & run to men & craft claiming to be 'saviors'. Run to God & his word, the threefold strand not easily broken & freedom

indeed: evident truth, the written will & testament of God, & conscience ...the unshadowed, incorruptible light; the double-edged

sword that cuts two ways, so repentance & sighted faith anchored in truth & w/o bloody hands, deceitful, Jlthy lips; & lives given

over completely to fornication, Mammon & greed may lead you to the blessed hope, the incorruptible coming, w/ exchanged

citizenship from this dying to the eternal, reborn & circumcised by that circumcision without hands.

While these men in dresses & scholastic bombast phonies work their magical lies, staying 'distant', acting pious like the whited

sepulchres & fodder for Hell that they are. They weren't naive. They didn't need more truth. They knew exactly what they were

doing & were embedded liars, snakes & hirelings from the getgo. Men may be deceived, but God is not mocked, & death is

appointed unto every man: & then the Judgment.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like Putin is committing suicide. Have fun. There are over 7 billion other people on this planet living somewhere else than

Russia. I guess the Russians really like this guy. I'd live anywhere but Russia! One of my Jrst job offers after graduating college

was in Russia. It paid really good too. I turned it down. If everyone did what I did Putin would be on an island all by himself

(powerless).
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Iodine is essential in correct amts. Not just nuclear but maybe even just pollution?
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonderful interview except I do not agree with the vegan rhetoric, and need of animal protein, sorry but I have Thalassemia minor anemia

( genetic, born with it) and I am a vegan , and have been vegetarian and vegan for 45 years, my daughter has never eaten meat or a jab in

her life, she is 40, if you looked at us you would NEVER agree with what this guy says about vegans, sorry this is misinformation. I am

healthy , and have no medical conditions, I am over 60, even with a genetic anemia, I am Jne, not weak and dying as he suggests, so

strongly disagree with that statement. When I was a child I ate meat because my parents were meat eaters, I can't tell you how sick I was

and how often, once I turned 18 I stopped eating meat and have been healthier than I have ever been.

Its ridiculous to say that life forms on earth need meat, when the strongest animal in the world is the elephant and does not eat meat, and

is very intelligent and strong. Look at all the animals that do not eat meat, there are many, do they look sick? No they do not. It has been

proven our digestive systems resemble these animals and not carnivores. So lets stop with that propaganda. The vegans that may be

sick just are not eating the right combination of foods, and there is plenty of protein in foods other than meat. Lets stop beatng up on the

people that don't eat meat. Thank you
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We aren’t elephants. You lost this argument two million years ago. More power to you.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Animal species have different digestive and enzyme systems and therefore species appropriate diets. Humans evolved as hunter

gatherers, meat based omnivores. That's our species appropriate diet. Yes, people with halassemia minor anemia require a plant

based diet, limiting Jsh and meat.
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